
"Liver Lab:
Teachers� Notes and Preparation:

Before the Lab:
The liver and potato in this lab can get very messy if you let students
work on it themselves.  You can save a lot of time and effort by
aliquotting 1 gm chunks in advance. You can use weigh boats if
available or dispense it right into test tubes.
You�ll need approximately 10 grams of liver per group; 10 grams
potato; 150 ml hydrogen peroxide; 10 test tubes on a rack; a hot
plate; a millimeter ruler; one or two 10 ml graduated cylinder per
group; one beam or electronic balance per group.
You can have a demo ready of the corrosive actions of hydrogen
peroxide by bleaching out some chicken bones for about two or three
days.  They will get clean but also very rubbery as the calcium is
dissolved out.

Introduction/Invitation:
�In our prior labs we�ve defined how catalysts function; compared
inorganic and organic catalysis, otherwise known as enzymes; found
ways to measure rates of reaction; optimized rates of reaction
according to different parameters.  Today we�re going to put it all
together in one big lab.

�What�s the most important chemical factory in your body?� (Wait for
reactions; most students who have taken biology and/or health will
know that the liver is the source of many enzymatic reactions.) �OK,
hold that thought. . .

�How many of you have used peroxide for bleaching hair or clothing or
teeth?  How does this work?� (The extra oxygen in peroxide is an
oxidizing agent against many molecules.) �What would happen if you
left peroxide in your hair or teeth too long?� (It would weaken them�
you can demonstrate this with the bleached chicken bones as
described above.)

�You may or may not know that hydrogen peroxide is a natural
product of many reactions, and as we can see from the use of peroxide
as a consumer product it can be poisonous if it builds up to toxic
levels. So living things have to have a way to break peroxide down to
water and oxygen�two safe and useful products.� (Have them write
and balance the equation and check for understanding before
proceeding).



�Your cells contain lysosomes, which are digestive organelles; these
contain digestive enzymes, called lysozymes, to break down waste
products within your cells.  There are specialized lysosomes and
lysozymes for specific breakdown purposes. The one I want to focus on
is called a peroxisome, which contains an enzyme called catalase or
peroxidase in high concentration. This helps get rid of the poisonous
peroxide in your system. It�s important that this happens in all cells as
opposed to waiting to happen in one place in you body, otherwise it
would do a lot of damage before it got to the target organ or tissue!

�We�ll study the effects of peroxidase by measuring its action in
different living tissue from four kingdoms: animal (calf�s liver); plant
(potato); yeast; and protists and bacteria living in beach sand. Also, in
addition to measuring the effects of. . .(wait for confirmation of
temperature, concentration, pH), we�ll look at one more physical
parameter�surface area.  What would we predict for the variable
effect of surface area on enzymatic reactions? (More surface area
typically would increase the rate of reaction.)

Procedure:
�Use 1 gram of the material you think has enzymes, 5 ml of hydrogen
peroxide per reaction.  When a reaction happens, you�ll see foam,
which is characteristic of the oxygen being produced.�  (Go back to the
reaction students wrote.)�Since oxygen produced is proportional to the
amount of hydrogen peroxide used, the height of the column will be an
effective measure of the rate of reaction.�

PART 1:
In consecutive tubes, use 1 gm whole liver chunk, 1 gm mashed liver,
1 gm frozen chunk liver, 1 gm boiled chunk liver, one gm boiled
mashed liver. Add 5 ml peroxide to each tube; measure the reaction;
record results.
PART 2:
Repeat part 1 with potato instead of liver.
PART 3:
In two tubes use 1 gm beach sand, and .5 gm sand with .5 gm liver
chunk.
PART 4:
In four tubes place 1 gram dormant bakers� yeast, 1 gm growing
(bubbling) yeast, 1 gm growing yeast at 37 degrees C, 1 gm active
yeast at 4 degrees C.

PART 5: Have students design their own experiment using liver,
manipulating pH, concentration, or other factors.



LEAVE TIME FOR CLEAN UP!!

Assessment:
Record all results, measuring the height of the oxygen column
produced.  Lab report will analyze procedure and results.


